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Our Vision
At BCM Risk Solutions, we add value by

helping you reduce the risk profile of your

organisation.

Avoiding unnecessary jargon, we de-mystify

Business Continuity.  We place it in context

within well-established risk management

frameworks.

We take a broad view of business disruption,

managing the ‘universe’ of continuity risk, not

just IT and natural disasters.

We understand that threat identification is a

key aspect as you cannot address risks of which

you are unaware.  We also believe that

preventing disruptive events is as important as

being well prepared for them should they occur.

We deliver customised, practical and cost

effective solutions with a passion for successful

project execution and exceeding client

expectations. We believe in long lasting

relationships based on honesty and trust.



What Makes Us Unique 

‘Big Picture View’
We take a holistic approach to business

continuity, risk management and organizational

resilience. People are often blind-sided by

disruptive events despite having had detailed

recovery plans in place. This is typically due to the

traditional ‘silo-based’ perspectives.  We help to

bring the different process components together

in a cohesive way. We facilitate a shift to pro-

active resilience that reduces risk, optimises

preparedness and mitigates interruption. 

Industry Sector and
Business Understanding
We work across multiple industry sectors

including manufacturing, supply chain,

infrastructure and service industries. We are very

familiar with complex and regulated business

environments. We have leading in-house

expertise in manufacturing resilience and supply

chain continuity.

Our People
Our key personnel are certified by the Business

Continuity Institute and are MBA-qualified

practitioners with extensive operational and

business experience. Our team has strong

backgrounds in risk management, supply chain

management, science & engineering, life sciences

and professional services. Our experienced

consultants deliver innovative business solutions

for challenging environments.

Emphasis on Identification of Threats
This is a critical step as you cannot manage risks

of which you are unaware. We use the best

available threat identification methodologies and

we have decades of experience in their use. We

invariably identify significant vulnerabilities, of

which our clients were not aware.

Focus on Prevention
Traditionally, Business Continuity focussed only

on the generation of response plans to facilitate

recovery from disruption. While this is important,

we believe that prevention is too.  We will always

propose measures to reduce the susceptibility of

your business to disruption.

Proprietary Methodologies
Our methodologies are based on the rigorous risk

management approaches of the chemical and

nuclear industries, using proprietary software

platforms that greatly simplify matters.



you back where you need to be.  They include

Incident (crisis) management plans, scenario-

specific or all-hazard business continuity plans,

functional response plans and IT Disaster

Recovery plans. Our plans are clear, concise,

accessible and easy to use. 

Practice Makes Perfect
Having a response plan can sometimes be worse

than having no plan at all. That is, if it has not

been exercised and tested! Exercising and

Testing is a fundamental component of a

successful business continuity and incident

management programme. We can design a

customized exercise programme and support it

as required.

Putting It All Together
Embedding business continuity as an ongoing

activity within your organisation is an important

objective. Like all business activities, it works best

in the context of a fully operational Business

Continuity Management System which

addresses Policy, Programme Management,

System Maintenance and Change Control,

Procedures, Awareness, Training, Performance

Management and Continuous Improvement.

We are happy to assist in any or all of these

aspects.

Achieving Compliance 
We recommend aligning your BCM programme

with international standards such as ISO 22301

and if the business case exists progressing

through formal certification. This provides rigour

through use of a unifying multi-disciplinary tool

and facilitates an objective external assessment.

On an advisory basis or by ‘hands-on’ execution,

we can help you achieve and maintain

certification. 

Business Continuity   

Understanding Your Business
We work with you to gather the data necessary

to develop a detailed working model of your

organisation ie core objectives, critical products

and activities. Business functions, processes and

activities are analysed to assess their potential

disruptive impact on the supply of critical

products and services. This is called the ’Business

Impact Analysis’ or BIA. 

Identifying and Assessing 
Disruption Threats
Prevention is as important as recovery. We

identify the threats that can cause serious

disruption to your business. Using appropriate

methodologies, we can facilitate the execution

of a multi-level risk assessment across the time-

critical activities. We address the ‘universe’ of

continuity risk and generate mitigations to feed

into the contingency planning process.

Preparing for the Worst
As humans, we are incapable of anticipating

every possible event. Even though they may be

at a reduced likelihood, serious disruptions can

still occur.  Accordingly, we prepare for the worst

by developing a Continuity Strategy to provide

for the recovery of your critical operations within

a pre-defined timetable. This may involve the

provision of alternate buildings, personnel,

suppliers, back-up equipment and / or IT

Infrastructure. 

Planning for Recovery
A high level continuity strategy is typically

broken down into a series of detailed response

plans. The purpose of these is to provide a

documented framework to enable the

organisation to resume critical business processes

within their recovery time objective – they

provide a road map to get you



Business Continuity Management Support
and Services
� Business Impact Analysis

� Risk Assessment

� Continuity Strategy

� Response and Recovery Plan Development

� Incident (Crisis) Management

� Information Security

� Exercise and Testing

� Training and Awareness

� Policy

� Programme Assessment and Gap Analysis

� Programme Management

� Compliance 

(against best-practice and ISO 22301)
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Process Safety
We provide world class process safety capability

through our sister company Fleming Professional Ltd.

(Please visit www.flemingprofessional.com). 

We can help you with:

� Hazop

� Preliminary Hazard Reviews

� ATEX, EPD and Hazardous Area Classification

� LOPA and Functional Safety

� Functional Safety (SIL) Training

� COMAH and QRA

� Vent Collection Safety / Emission Abatement

Integrated Risk
All activities of an organisation involve risk. By

identifying and controlling the risks to your

organisation we significantly reduce the

probability of downside outcomes, lessening

volatility and increasing shareholder value.

We offer proprietary and customised

methodologies which we use to identify and

control enterprise and operational risk across all

business functions. This is a team-based

structured brainstorming technique using well-

established business models embedded within a

classical risk management framework.

We can help you with:

� Enterprise and Operational Risk Management

� Life Sciences Quality Risk Management

� Safety and Environment Risk Management

� Project Risk Assessment

Management Consulting
In addition to business continuity and risk

management consultancy, our experienced

consultants deliver effective client solutions in:

� Project and Programme Management

� Strategic Positioning for 

Multinational Subsidiaries

� Business Process Improvement and

Operational Excellence

� Manufacturing & Supply Chain Optimisation

� Strategic Management

� Organisational Development

� Change Management
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BCM Risk Solutions
Reducing Risk   Building Resilience

Unit 2

Cleve Business Park

Monahan Road

Cork

T12 K297

Ireland

t: +353 (0)21 243 9204 (within Ireland)

t: +353 (0)87 793 5187 (outside Ireland)

e: info@bcmrisk.ie

w: www.bcmrisk.ie

We operate in:
� Manufacturing 

� Supply Chain and Distribution

� Life Sciences

� Process Industries

� Infrastructure

� Utilities

� Financial Services

� Customer Contact Services

� Professional Services


